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boiling liquids, but a temperature of 80° for forty-eight hours suffices ; in the cold or in the presence of much hydrochloric acid or alkaline chlorides the action is very slow and partial; a large excess of the precipitant must be present. Oxalic acid is used for solutions containing metals of the platinum group, which are not precipitated by it. Alkaline oxalates act better than, the free acid.
Sulphurous acid is an excellent precipitant for most solutions. It acts rapidly and completely in the cold, and does not readily precipitate other metals, except tellurium. Sulphuretted hydrogen is used in the absence of all other metals whose sulphides are insoluble in hydrochloric acid.
In all cases careful consideration must be given to the nature of the base metals present, and the precipitant which will not render any of them insoluble must be selected.
Other Methods of Bullion Assay.—Among methods which have been proposed at various times, and which may still be of service occasionally in particular cases, may be mentioned:—(1) The trial by the touchstone (a method still extensively used by jewellers); the assay by means of considerations as to (2) the colour, and (3) the density of alloys; (4) spectroscopic assay. A brief description of each of these methods is appended.
1.   Trial by the Touchstone.—This, is the oldest method of assay.   It is-described by Theophrastus, about 300 B.C.,1 and the methods in use in Germany in the 16th century are fully detailed in Agricola.2   The assay consists-in rubbing the gold bullion to be tested on a hard dark-coloured smooth stone, and comparing the appearance and colour of the streak with those made by carefully prepared touch needles  of known composition.    The effect of the action of nitric acid and dilute aqua regia on these streaks is also noted.   Touchstones usually consist of Lydianstone or of silicified wood, and black or dark green stones are best.    Only alloys of gold and copper or of gold and silver can be thus tested.   The trial is more sensitive for alloys below 750 fine than for higher standards.    The amount of gold in alloys between 700 and 800 fine can be determined correct to 5 parts per 1 ,000.
2.   Colour and Hardness of Alloys.—These properties form a guide to-the composition of copper-gold alloys, an increase of copper corresponding to a heightening of the colour and an increase of the hardness as tested with shears or a knife.   On heating the alloy to redness in air, the degree of blackening of the surface is a further indication of the percentage composition,, if compared with plates of known fineness.
3.    Density of Gold-copper Alloys.—The determination of the fineness of   these alloys by taking  their  densities was investigated by  Roberts-Austen at the Royal Mint in 1876.3   He showed that the densities found by experiments were nearly equal to those obtained by calculation on the assumption that the union of the two metals was accompanied neither by contraction nor expansion.   The alloys examined ranged from 860 to 1,000 fine, and were made into discs which were all compressed to the same extent. The conclusion arrived at was that the fineness of large masses of gold can be deduced from their densities correct to y-o^-o part.   In the case of individual coins the results are only approximate.
1  See Hoover's Agricola, p. 252, note 37.
2  Op. cit., pp. 252-260.
3  Eoberts-Austen, Seventh Annual Report of the Mint, 1870, p. 41.

